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1.-  CONTEXT 

 

Electronic document delivery to end-users is a VDX functionality which is offered to BCI institutions on an optional basis.  
This document describes the steps to follow in order to attach a document to a VDX transaction, and then deliver it 
electronically to the user as a PDF file.  
 
The VDX software was developed to send, receive and manage electronic documents. It is therefore possible to use VDX 
in order to send and receive several types of electronic documents. Note that TIFF files are automatically converted into 
PDF files by VDX.  
 

Using electronic document delivery with Colombo entails: 

 Having user alerts be manually instead of automatically triggered for all document types. 

 The ability to attach a document to a request through the VDX interface. 

 Possible interaction between the borrowing library’s Ariel workstation and Colombo. 

 A new email user alert. 

 A "warehouse" on the Web allowing secure access to documents. 

 New institution-specific site actions. 

 The possibility of providing a different user alert message for requests where you have found the electronic 

document free on the Web. 

 

 Colombo may be considered as a database which will: 

 Receive and store electronic documents. 

 Attach these electronic documents to requests. 

 Manage end-user access to these electronic documents. 

 Automatically delete those electronic documents which are no longer needed. 

 

Copyright compliance is enabled with the 5 following elements: 

 Access to the document via a URL link to a secure remote server. 

 The email delivery alert text may include the copyright notice. 

 Access to the document requires the display of a Web page with the copyright notice. This page includes a 

button to click indicating the user agrees to abide by the copyright conditions. If the user clicks on the button to 

accept the conditions, they may then access the electronic document.  

 The electronic document itself may contain a warning page which reiterates the conditions of use. 

 Automatic deletion of the electronic document when a specific condition has been met (number of days after 

the document is received or number of days after the first time the document is viewed). 
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2.-  REQUIRED VDX CONFIGURATION 
 
The required VDX configuration will be done by the Colombo team in collaboration with those institutions which 
implement electronic document delivery to end-users. We offer a standard configuration which may be slightly modified 
in accordance with your specific needs. 
 

A.-  Limiting user access to the electronic document 
 

It is possible to limit access to the electronic document by configuring certain limits.  Once this or these limits have been 

reached, the document is automatically deleted. It may no longer be accessed by either the user or by ILL staff. Please 

provide us with the following parameters: 

 Period during which the user may access the document, in number of days after the first viewing. 

 Number of days passed since the alert was sent notifying the user that the document has been received. 

 

B.-  DocFetch Received user alert 

 

Institutions which implement electronic document delivery must define a second User Alert called DocFetch.  This alert 

contains a URL link (comprised of a URL address, a user ID and a password) which enables the user to access to their 

document. Institutions may base their alert on the example below. 

 

ATTENTION: Those sites implementing electronic document delivery must deactivate the automatic User Alert sent with 

the Received action, not just for photocopy requests, but for loan requests as well.  Basically, in order to automatically 

trigger one or the other of these User Alerts (the standard Received Alert for print materials or the DocFetch Alert), VDX 

relies on the Delivery Method as entered by the lender when the document is shipped, and the borrower has no means 

of correcting this variable if it is incorrect. This lack of control over the delivery method by the borrower increases the 

chance that the wrong User Alert will be sent, which therefore forces us to deactivate the automatic delivery of the 

Received user alert with the Received action.   

 

In practice, here is the impact of this change on your workflow: 

 

Loan: when a document is received, the standard Received user alert must be manually triggered with a locally-

defined site action: INSTITUTION Send Received alert (Ex.: McGill Send loan/print copy alert). 
  

Copy of an electronic document:  the DocFetch Received alert will be automatically triggered when a document is 

attached to a VDX request using Ariel.  
 

The DocFetch Received alert must be manually triggered with a locally-defined site action named INSTITUTION 

DocFetch/PDF (Ex.: McGill Send PDF alert) when a second document is attached to the same VDX request using 

Ariel. 
 

The DocFetch Received alert must be manually triggered with the INSTITUTION DocFetch/PDF site action when 

you attach a document to a VDX request without using Ariel. 
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Copy for which a print version is provided:  the standard Received user alert must be manually triggered with a 

locally-defined site action: INSTITUTION Send Received alert (Ex.: McGill Send loan/print copy alert). 

 

 

Finally, note that the Alerts may be manually triggered using Bulk Action. 

 

C.-  Creation of three Published Saved Searches to manage Received user alerts 

 

 
 

Borrowing – Send patron alert (Loan) 

Includes all loans received for which you need to send the standard Received user alert: INSTITUTION Send Received 

alert. (Ex.: McGill send loan/print copy alert). 

 

Borrowing – Received Electronically 

Includes all copies received via Ariel which you now need to complete using the Received action. 

 

Borrowing – to receive (PDF) INSTITUTION 

Includes all copies received for which you have attached the document and manually sent the DocFetch/PDF alert, and 

which you now need to complete using the Received action. 

 

NOTE: A copy request for which you are providing a print copy to the user will not show up in any of these Published 

Saved Searches. You must therefore take the Received action and then immediately trigger the Received alert using the 

site action INSTITUTION Send loan/print copy alert. 

 

 

D.-  Help page for users 

Given that the user may attempt to access their electronic document outside the ILL department’s service hours, we 
recommend including in the DocFetch alert email text a hyperlink to a help page.  
 
For example:    

 http://www.hec.ca/biblio/services/prets_entre_bibliotheques/faq_livraison_electronique_documents.html 
               http://www.mcgill.ca/library/services/otherloans/electronic-delivery-help-colombo-ill 
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3.-  USING ELECTRONIC DOCUMENT DELIVERY 

 
A.-  Documents received by email  
 

1. In VDX, from the hitlist view of the request, click on the Add button.   

 

 
 

2. Click on the Browse button to search for the document. Once the document is found, click on Attach. 

 

 

 
 

 

 

 

3. Then click on the Save button to attach the document to the VDX request, and the text “1 PDF file - Delivered” 

will display onscreen.  

 

 

 

 

 
 

4. Take the INSTITUTION DocFetch site action (ex. McGill Send PDF alert) to send an email to the user containing 

the URL which provides access to the requested document. 

 

5. After having attached all documents received by email to VDX requests, go to the Work Queue and click on the 

Public Saved Search called Borrowing - to receive (pdf) -Institution, ex.  

 

6. All of the requests to which you have just attached documents will be listed. 

 

7. Take the Received action on the requests, and they will change to a status of Completed-Received in VDX. 

 

8. Retrieve the Received List, if necessary (for future billing, for example). 
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A.1. User perspective 

 

The DocFetch alert sent to the user contains a hyperlink labeled Access URL which provides them with access to the 

document. (Example of a complete DocFetch received alert in Appendix 2) 

  

 
 

Click on the URL. 

 

Before gaining access to the document, the user must accept a Copyright Declaration, by clicking on the button OK. 

(note that it is possible to customize the Copyright Declaration page by institution). 

 

 
 

By clicking on OK the user then accesses the document in PDF format. 

 

A.2. ILL staff perspective 

 

ILL staff may view the electronic document attached to a request in VDX: 

 

 Click on the link 1 PDF file - Delivered and the document will be displayed onscreen.  

 Click on the Details button from either the hitlist display or the request details display to access the URL, ID and 

Password which were transmitted to the user. 
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Important Notes: 

 

Once the user has reached their viewing limits, ILL staff will not be able to access the document either. The electronic 

document will then be automatically deleted from VDX. 
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B.-  Documents received in Ariel 
 

Actions to take in Ariel 
 

1. In the Ariel Received Queue window, select a document. 
 
2. Click on the Ariel Send icon. 

 

 
 

3. Enter the Document ID number as follows:   vdx_Borrower ILL Number, or VDX_ Borrower ILL Number 
(Example: VDX_950223, the underscore character is required, with no space before the number) 
ATTENTION: the hyphen is not the same as the underscore. An electronic document sent from Ariel which does 
not contain the correct Document ID will be rejected by VDX and the Colombo team will let you know. 
 

4. Click Include Coversheet if you wish to include with the document a coversheet that you have already defined, 
containing copyright conditions and access permissions. (See Appendix 1) 

 
5. Enter the VDX alias in the field Destination To: (for example:  VDX = gen_crepuqe@vdxhost.com). 

 
6. Click on OK to transmit the document to the VDX request. 

 
 
 

 
 

Once the file is attached to the VDX request, the DocFetch Alert will automatically be sent to the user. 
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Actions to take in VDX  

 
1. After having attached the documents to VDX requests using Ariel, go the Work Queue and click on the published 

search called Borrowing – Received Electronically.  

 

2. All of the requests to which you have just attached documents will display. 

 

 
 

3. For requests with a status of Received Electronically (DocFetch Alert already sent) 

a. Take the Received action, and the requests will change to a status of Completed-Received in VDX. 

b. Retrieve the Received List, if needed (for later billing purposes, for example). 

 

4. For requests with a status of Completed – Electronically (DocFetch Alert not yet sent) 

a. Take the INSTITUTION DocFetch/PDF site action. 

b. Take the Received action to complete the request. 

 

 

Important Notes: 

 

1. Requests with a status of Received Electronically are found in the Work Queue under the heading Received in 

VDX. 

 

2. Ariel documents in colour are transmitted as PDFs in colour to the user. 

 

3. VDX can receive documents of up to 60 MB in size. 

  

4. How can you resend a document to a user? (Example:  Missing pages for a document already received). 

 From Ariel, redirect the document containing the missing pages to the original VDX request 

(vdx_Borrower ILL Number). 

 In VDX the request will change from a Status of Completed-Received to the Completed – 

Received Electronically, which will allow you to take the Received action again. 

 Retrieve the request and take the INSTITUTION DocFetch/PDF site action so that the user will 

receive an email with two URLs, IDs and passwords providing access to both the incomplete and 

the complete documents. 

 Take the Received action to properly complete the request. 

 

5. How can you delete a document attached to a request? 

 Click on the Details button (beside the dropdown menu for request actions) to display the 

complete request details. 
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 At the very bottom of the request details, click on the Delete button corresponding to the file 

which you want to remove. A confirmation window will appear on the screen; click on OK 

 The error message:  Invalid ILL Number: 0 will display on the screen, but the attached file will be 

deleted nonetheless. 
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Appendix 1: Ariel coversheet containing copyright notice and permissions 
 
  

Institution 
LOGO  

 
 
 
Library Name 
Interlibrary Loan 
Address 1 
Address 2 
City, Province, Country 
Postal Code 
Tel.:   (999) 999-9999 
Fax:   (999) 999-9998 
@:    colombo@university.ca 
Web:  www.colombo.university.ca/PEB/ 
 
 
 
THIS COPY OF A WORK PROTECTED BY THE CANADIAN COPYRIGHT LAW IS TO BE USED SOLELY FOR 
THE PURPOSE OF RESEARCH OR PRIVATE STUDY (R.S.C. 1985, c. C-42, ART. 30.2 OR 30.21). 
 
ANY OTHER USE REQUIRES THE AUTHORIZATION OF THE COPYRIGHT OWNER. 
 
INFRINGEMENT OF COPYRIGHT CAN LEAD TO CIVIL AND CRIMINAL RECOURSES. 
 
This digital copy may only be used to make a paper copy for the individual who requested the copy 
and this digital copy should be destroyed soon after the making of the paper copy. 
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Appendix 2: Example of a DocFetch Received user alert 
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Appendix 3:  Questions, problems and solutions 

 

 

Case #1: The  button in the hitlist display and/or the   button in the Attach Document 

section of the request details do not appear. 

 

Two conditions are necessary for the Add button and or the Attach Document section to appear: 

Delivery Method = Email (or other electronic delivery mode) 

Service Type = Copy 

 

Solution #1: -Take the Local Change Request Details action and change the Delivery Method 

and/or 

-Take the Received action and change the Shipped Service Type to Copy. 

 -The Add button and/or the Browse button in the Attach Document section will 

reappear, allowing you to attach a file manually. 

Solution #2: -Send the document to the request using Ariel. 

 

 

 

Case #2: Documents sent via Ariel and rejected by VDX. (We have observed this issue with documents sent by 

the NLM.) 

The Colombo team will notify you when the document is rejected. 

Solution #1: -Send the file from the Ariel workstation to your personal email account, in PDF format. 

-Save the file on your workstation (ex. on the Desktop). 

-Manually attach the file to the appropriate VDX request. 

-Manually trigger the DocFetch Received alert. 

 

Solution #2: -When submitting your request to the NLM, ask that the document be sent by email by choosing 

Email PDF from the options available in the field Deliver request via on the NLM request form. 
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Appendix 4:  Received alerts 

 

As mentioned on page 4 of this document, Received alerts must now be triggered manually for the following requests:  

 

1. All loan requests. 

2. Copy requests where the document has been attached to the VDX request without using Ariel. 

3. All requests where additional electronic documents are attached using Ariel after the initial document has been 

sent. 

 

Recommended procedure for Loan requests: 

 

1. Take the Received action for a series of requests. 

2. Once finished, from the Work Queue choose this Published Saved Search:  

. 

3. Trigger the Received alerts with a Bulk Action, with the INSTITUTION Received (ex. McGill Send loan/print copy 

alert) site action. 

 

 

Note: if you wish to provide a paper copy to your user for a Copy request, you must use the standard Received alert 

(INSTITUTION Send loan/print copy alert). 

 
Procedure in VDX to supply paper copies for Copy requests: 

 

1. Note the ILL Number. 

2. Take the Received action. 

3. Take the INSTITUTION Send loan/print copy alert site action. 

4. Complete the request. 
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Appendix 5:  Required Ariel configuration 

 
1.- From the Ariel menu bar, click on Settings 
2.- Choose Preferences from the dropdown menu 
3.- Click on the Mail tab 
 

 

 
 

 Configure Ariel properly so that 
emails may be sent.   

 If necessary, ask your systems 
department’s help to determine the 
appropriate parameters (i.e. SMTP 
port, Outgoing mail server, STMP 
account name, etc.) 

 
 

 

Create an entry in the address book (ARIEL) to send documents to VDX 
 

 
1.- From the Ariel menu bar, click on Address Book 
2.- Choose Entries from the dropdown menu  
3.- Click on the Add… button 
4.- Enter an Alias (VDX_Test or VDX) 
5.- Enter the appropriate VDX email address 
6.- Click on OK to save 
 
 
Important Note: 
 
Before implementing this service, you should test it using the VDX test 
database, to ensure that everything is working correctly. Here are the 
email addresses for :  
 

 DB-TEST English :   gen_crepuqe_test@vdxhost.com 

 DB-TEST French:   gen_crepuqf_test@vdxhost.com 

 DB-Production English:   gen_crepuqe@vdxhost.com 

 DB-Production French:   gen_crepuqf@vdxhost.com 
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Appendix 6:  SA-Received HWEB 

 

The site action SA-Received HWEB allows you to manually trigger a specific Received user alert for those documents 

which you have found on the Web and for which you wish to send the user the URL to access their document online. 

 

1.- Take the Request action with HWEB as lender and enter the URL link in the Classmark field of the request 
2.- Take the Received action 
3.- Take the SA-Received HWEB site action 
  
The user will receive the following Received alert: 
 

 
 
 
This site action may also be used with the virtual location HINT, to send the URL for the document to the user. 
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